








  

זמנים 
Candle Lighting: 

5:04 PM  

Sof Z’Man Krias 
Shema: 9:32 

Sof Z’Man 
Tefillah: 10:24 

Shekiah: 5:23 

Shabbos ends: 
6:06 PM

עבודה          שבל’’ב

All from the King 
Aharon Genuth, 12th grade 

Every single day we have the opportunity [multiple times a day] to 
thank Hashem for our fully-functional body systems. We often take 
it for granted that all our bodily systems function to the best of 
their ability, but the bracha of Asher Yatzar is there to remind us of 
how complex the human body really is. Although sometimes we 
recite this bracha automatically and by rote, we should try and 
stop to take a few minutes to realize the awesomeness, complexity 
and the truthfulness of this bracha. For example, when saying, 
“She’im yipaseach echad mehem, o yisasem echad mehem, i’ 
efshar l’hiskayem v’laamod   l’fanecha,” we are admitting to the 
Ribono Shel Olam how complex the human body that He created 
for us really is. It is so intricate, that even if just one of the urinary 
chambers were to close or to seal, our bodies would be damaged 
and we would be at high risk of permanent injury. One might 
respond to this “Okay, I get it! Asher Yatzar is an important bracha, 
but why must I say this bracha after every time I go to the 
bathroom”? The answer is that the bracha of Asher Yatzar is more 
than just a bracha, it is showing our yiras shamayim. 

(continued on page 3)
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Birchas haTorah: everlasting memories 
Dovi Flug, Editor-in-Chief, 10th Grade

שיחות בעבודת ה׳

“One who says Birchas HaTorah with kavanah, will be zocheh to remember all of the Torah 
that he learned that day. Rav Meisels brings a story that beautifully illustrates this point. 
  
When the Satmar Rebbe, R’ Yoel Teitelbaum was a child, his father, R’ Chananya Yom Tov 
Lipa, hired the Ba’al Arugas HaBosem to learn with his son while he was away at an Asifas 
HaRabanan. When the Ba’al Arugas HaBosem arrived at R’ Chananya’s home, he asked Yoel 
what he was learning. Yoel replied that he was learning Shulchan Aruch, Choshen Mishpat, 
which deals with the complex laws of business and monetary damage. The Ba’al Arugas 
HaBosem began to test the young boy, and was shocked at what he saw. The young Yoely 
knew everything perfectly, down to the smallest details! When R’ Chananya Yom Tov Lipa 
returned home from his trip, the Ba’al Arugas HaBosem was in utter shock, as he told R’ 
Chananya what he saw. R’ Chananya asked the Ba’al Arugas HaBosem, “If you would’ve 
seen how he says Birchas HaTorah, you wouldn’t be surprised at all”.   

This is how many of the great tzadikim and gedolim would recite Birchas HaTorah, They 
invest their inner strengths and great inspiration. Most specifically the Sanzer Rebbe, who 
would wake up early in the morning, in order to recite Birchas HaTorah with loud voice full 
of power, strength, fear, and trepidation-- until his chasidim would crowd around the 
window, just to get a chance to hear the kavanah of their tzadik, the Sanzer Rebbe.” 

We see that Birchas HaTorah is regarded as one of the most important brachos that we say 
in our tefillah. It is very important that we say it with proper kavanah, so that the Ribono 
Shel Olam recognize the love that we show him when we bless His Torah. Im Yirtzah 
Hashem, He will answer our tefillos, and we will be able to learn diligently, and most of all 
remember the Torah that we learn for His sake.  

This issue is dedicated 
לרפואה שלימה ליונתן משה בן הנשל 

he should have a speedy recovery
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Darkness Leads to the Light: A Bracha of Distinction 
Yaakov Fuchs, Editor-in-Chief, 11th Grade 

A question asked frequently in regards to the first Bracha of Birchas HaShachar is, “Why 
are we starting our brachos thanking Hashem for roosters and their abilities?” Of course, 
we should always praise the Master of the World for His creations, but it seems a little odd 
to have this specific Bracha before some of the brachos that we can relate to a little more. 
Wouldn’t it be better if I thanked Hashem for not making me a non-Jew before I thanked 
him for giving us roosters to tell the difference between day and night? How often has a 
rooster’s crow woken you up? Unless you live on a farm, there is reason to assume that it 
doesn’t happen too often. Obviously, there is a deeper meaning behind the first Bracha, 
as our Chachamim wouldn’t institute these brachos in this order for no reason.  

The Rosh comments that the word “Sechvi” doesn’t actually refer to a rooster, rather it 
refers to human insight. While this adds more clarity to the bracha, there is still a question 
as to why this bracha comes first. Don’t we already say a bracha of Pokeach Ivrim where 
we thank Hashem for our sight? It is with our eyesight that we can make distinctions! Why 
do we need another bracha to thank Him for the ability to tell when it’s night or day? We 
say every Shabbos in Mizmor Shir, “L’Hagid baBoker chasdecha, v’emunascha baleilos.” 
This translates to, “To declare Your kindness in the morning and Your faith at night.”

 (Continued on page 6)

(Continued from front page, All from the King) 
We, as humans, are imperfect and this bracha declares our understanding that indeed, 
Hashem is the ultimate Healer and Creator of all treatments. No one can say that a choleh 
gets better on his own through his daily medication, or that a person aces a test of his 
because of his own wisdom. Of course, we need to take responsibility for ourselves and 
put in our own effort, but at the end of the day, it is Hashem who does it all.  

The true explanation is that Hashem is seen in every instance and by saying Asher Yatzar, 
which is not just a halachic requirement, but we are also showing the strength and 
awesomeness of our King, who not only created us with such a complex body, but He also 
keeps our bodies up-and-running. One of the best opportunities to stay cognizant of 
Hashem is to recite Asher Yatzar, and thereby acknowledge the Ribono Shel Olam’s 
beautiful creations. We must remember to always be aware of Hashem and His kingship. 



  

HALACHA CORNER
General Halachos 
 • When one uses the bathroom he/

she should say the bracha of Asher 
Yatzar. 

 • Even women are obligated to say 
Asher Yatzar 

 • This applies even for a discharge of 
even the most minute amount. 

 • One should say the bracha 
immediate ly af ter us ing the 
bathroom. If one forgot, most 
opinions say he may say the bracha 
within 72 minutes of using the 
bathroom. 

 • However, if one did not say the 
bracha when he used it the first 
time, and then he has to use the 
bathroom again (within the 72 
minutes), only one bracha is said 
after he uses the bathroom for the 
second time. 

 • One’s hands must be clean in order 
to say asher Yatzar. Therefore, if no 
water is available he should wipe 
his hands on a cloth or rub them 
against a hard surface. 

 • If it is within the 72 minute and he 
is unsure if he said Asher Yatzar, he 
should think the words in his head. 

 • According to Ashkenazim, one 
should say Asher Yatzar during 
davening in the morning even if he 
has not gone to the bathroom. 
(Some even hold you make the 
bracha when you wake up from a 
significant amount of sleep even if 
you didn’t use the bathroom.)  

Specific Cases 
 • If one knows he will use the 

bathroom again soon when he 
leaves the bathroom because he 
feels he has not fully discharged (ie. 
diarrhea), he should not say the 
Bracha unti l he feels total ly 
discharged. 

 • If one goes to the bathroom just 
because he is about to go on a 
long trip (otherwise he wouldn’t 
have went), if he discharges even 
the tiniest bit, he still makes a 
bracha. 

 • This same halacha applies to 
s o m e o n e w h o w e n t t o t h e 
bathroom before davening in order 
that he should not go during 
davening. 

 
(Contiued on page 5)

Dylan Broder, Editor-in-Chief, 10th Grade

Halachos of Asher Yatzar
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Gematria Gems

 ס ו ד    מ פ ת ח    ל מ ש י ח   ב מ ה ר ה  
  5 200 5 40 2  8 10 300 40 30  8 400 80 40  4 6 60 ———————————————————————— 1238

ב ר כ ת    ה ת ו ר ה 
          5 200 6 400 5  400 20 200 2 ———————————————————— 1238

The Gemara says in Meseches Nedarim, that the 
reason the Bais HaMikdash was destroyed was 
because we didn’t say Birchas HaTorah. The Ra”n 
on this Gemara says that the fact that we didn’t 
say Birchas HaTorah showed that we didn’t have 
the proper passion and love for Torah. However 
there is something we can do to fix this. The 
gematria of the phrase “sod mafte’ach l’mashiach 
b’meheira” (the secret key to bringing mashiach 
speedily) is exactly equal to the gematria of 
“Birchas HaTorah”. We see that since the Bais 
HaMikdash was destroyed because we didn’t say 
Birchas HaTorah, we can bring the Bais 

HaMikdash back (with the secret key to the quick coming of Mashiach), which is saying Birchas 
HaTorah everyday, and thereby showing our love for Hashem’s Torah.     

(told over by R’ Aryeh Cohen)

(Continued from page 4, Halacha Corner) 

 • If one is at a doctor’s office and 
they ask you to urinate in a cup, 
you are obligated to make the 
bracha of Asher Yatzar even if you 
would not have gone to the 
bathroom at that point had the 
doctor not told you to. 

Asher Yatzar Vs. Other Brachos 
 • If one finished eating something 

something that requires a Boreh 
Nefashos but before saying the 
bracha he uses the bathroom, most 
poskim hold that he makes the 
Bracha of Asher Yatzar first because 
one uses the bathroom more 
frequently then he eats a food 
requir ing a Boreh Nefashos. 
(However others hold that eating 
foods requiring a Boreh Nefashos is 
more common, and therefore they 

hold he would make Asher Yatzar 
second.) 

 • Most opinions hold that if a similar 
case happens but instead of a food 
requiring a Boreh Nefashos he eats 
something that requires a Birkas 
HaMazon (or Al HaMichya), he 
would say Asher Yatzar second. 
This is because Birkas HaMazon 
(and most hold also Al HaMichya) is 
a mitzvah d’Oraisa while Asher 
Yatzar is only d’Rabannan. 

 • One can say Asher Yatzar after he 
went to the bathroom even after he 
has said Hamapil. 

 • If one came out of the bathroom 
and he hears thunder and/or sees 
lightning, he should make the 
bracha on those before saying 
Asher Yatzar because those 
brachos have a limited amount of 
time to be recited.  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(continued from page 3, Darkness Leads to the Light: A Bracha of Distinction) 
Night represents a lack of clarity, a spinning mind filled with doubt and uncertainty. The 
light of day represents a refreshing renewal, a new chance, a time to start again. It’s very 
easy to see Hashem’s chesed when life is good, bright like the morning, and when 
everything is going your way; however, the challenge is to see Hashem’s faith in us when 
the darkness and uncertainty of life’s struggles bring on the night.  

Our first bracha is thanking Hashem for giving us the recognition of the opportunity to 
begin anew, to start a new day and see the good in everything Hashem does for us. It’s a 
bracha of thanking Hashem for His emunah in us through the darkness, so much so that 
He brought us into the light of day because He deemed us worthy. This, in reality, is the 
best bracha of all, knowing that even when life brings darkness, we can tell that morning is 
on the horizon, and we will have the opportunity to click refresh on whatever challenges 
brought the darkness yesterday. Now our bracha makes sense; we have a new opportunity 
every day to reach for the light of greatness and leave our faults in the dark. This is the 
ultimate distinction.  

With HAshem’s Assistance 
Michael Arshadnia, 10th Grade 

  ”ואל תביאנו לא לידי חטא. ולא לידי עברה ועון“
“Do not bring us into the power of error, nor into the power of transgression and sin” 

The Gemara in Brachos (33b) teaches that everything is in the hands of Heaven except for 
yiras shamayim, which is in our own hands. If that’s the case, then what is the purpose in 
davening to Hashem that we should not sin, or make errors. Aren’t these things in our 
hands, and not in the hands of Hashem?  

The Maharsha answers this question with a promise of Chazal. (Hilchos Teshuvah 6:5) “One 
who purifies himself (bah l’taheir) receives Divine assistance.  

 (Continued on page  7)

To sponsor or dedicate a future issue, contact the DRS 
JUMP team at  

JUMP@drshalb.org
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Connecting for its own sake 
Yosef Axelrod, 10th Grade 

Every day when we say Birchas HaTorah, we mention something in the bracha that we 
tend to overlook. In the end of the first bracha we say “Kulanu yodai sh’mecha v’lomdei 
sorasecha lishma,” which literally translates as “Everyone knows Your Name and the 
students who learn Your Torah for its own sake.” Over here, “lishma” means to be able to 
learn Torah for its own sake. In Pirkei Avos, (6:1), Rabbi Meir says that one who learns 
Torah for its own sake merits many good things. Moreover, the creation of the whole 
entire world is worthwhile just for his sake. The Mishnah continues to mention all the great 
things about learning Torah for its own sake. The questions is, what does learning “for its 
own sake” mean? The exact definition of Torah study “for its own sake” is debated.  

The Ramba”m defines “Torah study for its own sake” as studying for the love of Hashem. 
However, according to the Shel”ah and the Reishis Chochmah, studying Torah “for its own 
sake” means studying for the purpose of knowing the laws of the Torah, so that one can 
practice the mitzvos properly and live his life by them. The Ro”sh understands that 
learning Torah “for its own sake” means to study the Torah, purely for the sake of Torah 
knowledge. Lastly, according to the Likkutei Amarim, learning Torah “for its own sake” 
means to study with the intent to connect with Hashem by internalizing Hashem's wisdom  
that is expressed in the Torah. When we learn “for its own sake” we connect to Hashem 
and develop a stronger connection to the Torah. 

(continued from page 6, With Hashem’s Assistance) 
However, without this special Divine assistance, it is impossible to withstand temptations 
that come our way.” Every single time we daven for Divine assistance, we are in effect, 
working on purifying ourselves, and through this we will receive Divine assistance— which 
gives us the ultimate ability to reach far past our spiritual limitations. 

Rav Matisyahu Salomon, the mashgiach of Beth Medrash Govoha explains that if we 
daven to Hakadosh Baruch Hu that we should not sin or make errors, with complete 
kavanah and sincerity, we are indirectly fulfilling  the phrase “bah l’Taheir”. Therefore, 
when we fulfil the phrase “bah l’Taheir” by asking the Ribono Shel Olam to prevent us 
from sin, we are expressing our desire for true purity and cleansing of sin. Because of this 
we merit Divine assistance.  

This is why it is proper to daven to Hashem that we should not sin or make errors —even 
though Hashem does not generally assist us with these matters— since this is how we 
merit HaKadosh Baruch Hu’s Divine assistance.
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 is a new tefillah publication, created by members of the DRS עבודה שבל׳׳ב
JUMP Team. JUMP (Jewish Unity Mentoring Program) is an NCSY leadership 
program that trains and empowers high school students from all over the 
United States and Canada to become leaders.  
Participants are given the tools and training to make positive changes in their 
schools and communities, while broadening their own understandings of local 
and global issues facing the Jewish people today.  
Our team plans to make our way through the siddur, week by week, hoping to 
give our readers a greater understanding and appreciation for the tefillos we 
say every day, but nevertheless tend to overlook at times.

PARSHA 
CONNECTIONS

R’   Ephraim 

Polakoff

In the opening bracha of Birchas HaTorah we recite, ״אשר קדשנו במצוותיו וצונו לעסוק 
תורה״  which means to toil, rather than the ,לעסוק Why do we use the word .בדברי 
simpler ללמוד, which means to learn? Perhaps one of the ideas that the bracha is 
attempting to teach us is that Torah study is challenging and requires a great deal of 
effort, but in the end it will pay off. If we work hard to learn and understand the Torah, 
the result will be ״והערב נא״ - Hashem will make the Torah sweet in our mouths.  
This week's parsha begins, לפניהם״ תשים  אשר  המשפטים  ״ואלה   - these are the laws 
that you should place before them. The Medrash Tanchuma (Mishpatim 5) understands 
that Hashem is telling Moshe that Torah study is meant for the Jewish people and not 
for the other nations of the world. As we say every day, ״לא עשה כן לכל גוי ומשפטים בל 
 He did not do this for every nation, and did not inform them of - ידעום״ (תהלים קמז)
the laws.  
The Medrash elaborates with the story of the righteous convert Akilos, the nephew of 
Emporer Adrianus. Since Akilos knew that his uncle was not in favor of conversion to 
Judaism, he hid his intentions by asking him for business advice. Adrianus responded 
that he should find something that is undervalued and invest in that, since eventually it 
will grow in value and he will profit. Akilos traveled to Israel, converted, and began to 
study Torah. When he returned home, he explained to his uncle that he had been away 
studying Torah and that he had been circumcised. When Adrianus expressed his 
displeasure, Akilos responded that he had simply followed his uncle's advice. He had 
invested in Torah, which is undervalued by the nations of the world, and he is confident 
that his investment will pay off. Adrianus then asked why he needed circumcision, to 
which Akilos responded that a soldier is never honored unless he shows bravery in 
battle. So too, Torah cannot be acquired without a bris milah.  
Rav Henoch Leibowitz, זצ״ל, the Rosh Yeshiva of Chofetz Chaim, suggests that unlike 
other intellectual disciplines, Torah is something that can only be acquired through 
mesirus nefesh, self-sacrifice. One must dedicate his entire being - mind, body, and 
soul, in order to grow in Torah. Perhaps that is what the bris milah of Akilos symbolized 
- his ultimate self-sacrifice, which was a prerequisite for his growth in Torah. When we 
sacrifice the little things in our lives for the study of Hashem's holy Torah and reach the 
level of תורה״ בדברי  נא״ we will merit to attain ,״לעסוק   and truly taste the ,״והערב 
sweetness of Torah. 

R’   Ephraim 

Polakoff
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